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Greetings from TürkiyeIt is very nice to be together with esteemed attendees from all over the world.I’d like to start my presentation by thanking the Middle East Libraries Committee for this significant conference.We will make this presentation with our conservatory principal Prof. Dr. Ali TüfekçiThe project has been prepared by ITU together with the collaboration of Istanbul Development Agency (IDA). Istanbul Development Agency is a state foundation serving under the coordination of the Ministry of Industry and Technology. Istanbul Development Agency gives direction to the economic and social development of Istanbul by providing financial support to cultural and scientific projects. Our project Digitization of the Cultural Heritage of Turkish Music is under the scope of Creative Industries Financial Support Program of Istanbul Development Agency.



Agenda

• Introduction of the Center
• Collection
• Aim of the Project
• Benefits of the Project
• Project Team and Processes
• Two Models under Development
• Examples from the Music Archive
• Copyright Issues
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Here is the agenda of our speech.First I will introduce our center and collection briefly, Then talk about the aims and benefits of our project, project team and processes – who we are and what we are doing in the project, Also I explain two models we have been developing. We will end our presentation by examples from our archive and how we dealt with copyright issues.



Istanbul Technical University Turkish Music State Conservatory 
Prof. Ercümend Berker & Prof. Ş. Şehvar Beşiroğlu Library, Archive and Documentation Center

It is one of the richest libraries in Türkiye in terms of Turkish music sources.
The core of the collection was formed in 1975 when the conservatory was 
established.
In 2009 it was transformed into a comprehensive Turkish music library. The 
collection was expanded and moved to a larger space where researchers are able 
to study.
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It is one of the richest libraries in Türkiye in terms of Turkish music sources.The core of the collection was formed in 1975 when the conservatory was established.In 2009 it was transformed into a comprehensive Turkish music library. The collection was expanded and moved to a larger space where researchers are able to study.
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Here you can see the different parts of the center; recordings and rare materials section, exhibition section, reader’s section, entranceWe also have a valuable instrument collection from all over the world…



Collection

• In the center, there are publications that mainly include music and other sub-
branches that support music. 

• 10.000+ records, 10.000+ books and over 60.000 sheet music and archival 
material.

• Personal archives are also given great importance. Therefore, there are several 
personal archives which were donated by remarkable Turkish musicians.

However, none of these sources have been digitized, which means  limited access 
for users. 
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In the center, there are publications that mainly include music and other sub-branches that support music. 10.000+ records, 10.000+ books and over 60.000 sheet music and archival material.Personal archives are also given great importance. Therefore, there are several personal archives which were donated by remarkable Turkish musicians. However, none of these sources have been digitized, which means  limited access for users. 



Inspiration

IFLA/UNESCO’s Manifesto for Digital Libraries was our inspiring motivation in starting
this project.
• ‘’Equal access to the cultural and scientific heritage of mankind is every person’s right 

and helps promote learning and understanding of the richness and diversity of the 
world, not only for the present generation, but also for the generations to come.

• Libraries have long been essential agents in fostering peace and human values. 
Libraries now operate digitally, and their digital services open up a new channel to 
the universe of knowledge and information, connecting cultures across geographical 
and social boundaries.’’
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IFLA/UNESCO’s Manifesto for Digital Libraries was our inspiring motivation in starting this project. ‘’Equal access to the cultural and scientific heritage of mankind is every person’s right and helps promote learning and understanding of the richness and diversity of the world, not only for the present generation, but also for the generations to come.Libraries have long been essential agents in fostering peace and human values. Libraries now operate digitally, and their digital services open up a new channel to the universe of knowledge and information, connecting cultures across geographical and social boundaries.’’



Aim of the Project
1- Cataloging and digitizing over 40.000 Turkish Music sources.

• Protecting the cultural heritage of Turkish Music and transferring it to future 
generations.

• Creating a digital library of Turkish Music.
• Making digital sources available to researchers locally and internationally.

2- Transferring 500 pieces of Turkish music in our education curriculum to 
the Braille digital notation system.

• Supporting the equality of access to information for the blind and visually impaired
isually impaired users.

3- Collecting rare Turkish Music sources that cannot be easily accessed by 
users.

• Ensuring the integrity of accessible Turkish Music sources under a single roof.

Vorführender
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We have 3 main objectives in our project…Our first aim is Cataloging and digitizing over 40.000 Turkish Music sources.Protecting the cultural heritage of Turkish Music and transferring it to future generations.Creating a digital library of Turkish Music.Making digital sources available to researchers locally and internationally.Our second aim is Transferring 500 pieces of Turkish music in our education curriculum to the Braille digital notation system.Supporting the equality of access to information for the blind and visually impaired users.Our third aim is Collecting rare Turkish Music sources that cannot be easily accessed by users.And therefore ensuring the integrity of accessible Turkish Music sources under a single roof.We started the project 6 months ago, and we planned to finish it in December 2022. It is planned to be accomplished in a 1 years time. 



Benefits of the Project

• Sheet music publishing is a field that is still under progress in Türkiye. Its history is
not recorded in detail. Thus, it is challenging to conduct research on this field.
Consequently, this project is important in terms of unearthing scores that have
yet to be compiled.

• Thanks to this project, many unknown aspects of Turkish music will be revealed.
New fields will be opened for academic studies.

• It will be possible to reach the sheet music publications of many different
institutions, associations and publishers.

• Different encryptions and variations of the same works will be determined and
studies of critical editions will increase.

• Apart from sheet music, all materials such as concert invitations, posters, archival
documents, (33, 45, 78) rpr record labels, cassette booklets, and music
instruments, which can all be accepted as musicological evidence, will be
cataloged and digitized.
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Sheet music publishing is a field that is still under progress in Türkiye. Its history is not recorded in detail. Thus, it is challenging to conduct research on this field. Consequently, this project is important in terms of unearthing scores that have yet to be compiled.Thanks to this project, many unknown aspects of Turkish music will be revealed. New fields will be opened for academic studies. It will be possible to reach the sheet music publications of many different institutions, associations and publishers. Different encryptions and variations of the same works will be determined and studies of critical editions will increase. Apart from sheet music, all materials such as concert invitations, posters, archival documents, (33, 45, 78) rpr record labels, cassette booklets, and music instruments, which can all be accepted as musicological evidence, will be cataloged and digitized.This is what we plan to do and what we want to achieve during the project



Project Team and Processes
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Our project manager is Prof. Dr. Ali Tüfekçi and I am the project coordinator. Besides, there are five archivists, one musicologist, one historian, one digitization specialist and two Braille digital score preparers are involved in our project team.
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First, we pre-classified the sheet music and archival documents. While making preliminary classifications, we separated archival documents according to their types; scores, correspondences, ephemera, photographs etsedera.  They were identified with the archive and barcode number and put in the acid free paper covers.
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Then all of them started to be digitized. The digitized archive documents were cataloged on the archive management system.



Two Models Under Development
The First model that will be created for preparation of the
Turkish Music notation as a Braille digital notation will set a
convenient example for many educational institutions. In this
way, Braille digital notation will become widespread.
This part of the project improves the conditions of blind and
visually impaired students in Turkish Music education as much
as possible.
It also provides them with the opportunity to have access to
this significant collection.
As a result, students will be able to read the notations without
any help thanks to the latest technology of Braille digital
screens.
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There are two Models Under DevelopmentThe First model that will be created for preparation of the Turkish Music notation as a Braille digital notation will set a convenient example for many educational institutions. In this way, Braille digital notation will become widespread.This part of the project improves the conditions of blind and visually impaired students in Turkish Music education as much as possible. It also provides them with the opportunity to have access to this significant collection.As a result, students will be able to read the notations without any help thanks to the latest technology of Braille digital screens.



Two Models Under Development
The Second model will be created for the disciplines of
librarianship and archiving so as to ensure the transfer of
Turkish Music sources in cultural institutions for future
generations.
This model will be a precedent for institutions with Turkish
music sources in their collections.
The model will be created by considering the information-
seeking behaviors of the music researchers and international
cataloging standards.
Standardization will be ensured in defining Turkish Music
sources and characterizing them with certain metadata.
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The Second model will be created for the disciplines of librarianship and archiving so as to ensure the transfer of Turkish Music sources in cultural institutions for future generations.This model will be a  precedent for institutions with Turkish music sources in their collections.The model will be created by considering the information-seeking behaviors of the music researchers and international cataloging standards.Standardization will be ensured in defining Turkish Music sources and characterizing them with certain metadata.
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What we mean by metadata…I will show you this catalog example. We have designed this catalogue according to Turkish music features. You can see also the metadatas in english



Examples from Music Archive
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These are some examples from our collectionThere are many kinds of Turkish music sheets from 19th century to 21st century in project collection



A Turkish 
music piece 
printed at 
the end of 
the 19th 
century.
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A Turkish music piece printed at the end of the 19th century.We can see two important names in this work; Callisto Guatelli and Notacı Hacı Mehmed Emin Bey. Callisto Guatelli came to Istanbul in the second half of the 1840s and contributed to the development of polyphonic music in the Ottoman lands by harmonizing Turkish music works and composing polyphonic anthems with Turkish makams. He worked as a teacher in Muzika-i Hümayun which was the first music educational institution.�Notacı Hacı Mehmed Emin Bey, on the other hand, learned Turkish and Western music in Muzika-i Hümayun. He opened a printing house 1873 and published the scores of important works of Turkish music composers. This may be one of the first Turkish music piece printed in European notation.



Manuscript of İsmail Hakkı Bey (1866-1927)
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Manuscript of İsmail Hakkı Bey (1866-1927)He was the most famous composer of his period in the 19th century. He composed around 2000 works.



A Mevlevi hymn written in 
the Hampartsoum notation 
used before the European 
notation in the Ottoman 
period (18th-19th century)
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A Mevlevi hymn written in the Hamparsum notation used before the European notation in the Ottoman period (18th-19th century)



A letter from the composer 
Lemi Atlı 1869-1945
One of the important 
classical Turkish music 
composers and singers of 
the 20th century.
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A letter from the composer Lemi Atlı 1869-1945He is the one of the important classical Turkish music composers and singers of the 20th century.



Turkish Classical 
Kemençe,
played by famous 
musician Mesud Cemil Tel 
(1902-1963) 
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Here you can see a specially produced size of the Turkish Classical Kemençe played by famous musician Mesud Cemil Tel.Here you've seen only 5 of the 40 thousand materials which have been digitized. These 5 materials clearly show the importance of digitization which is the most efficient method to preserve these delicate and historically remarkable materials.



Copyrights

• As you may know, the copyright is valid for 70 years after the decease 
of the 1st owner of the rights.

• Composers of most of our musical material we are dealing with have 
long passed away. 

• For those sources under copyright, we have already contacted the 
donators and taken permission for their digitization.

• We respect the demands of the donators who did not want to share 
their sources on open access.
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You may wonder how we have dealt with copyright issues.And finally I want to mention copyrights… As you may know, the copyright is valid for 70 years after the decease of the 1st owner of the rights.Composers of most of our musical material we are dealing with have long passed away. For those sources under copyright, we have already contacted the donators and taken permission for their digitization.We respect the demands of the donators who did not want to share their sources on open access.



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Prof. Dr. Ali Tüfekçi
Librarian Güneş Çetinkaya Şerik
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